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Why are magnetic fields important?
• They are everywhere. (The classical way to try to stump the colloquium speaker:
“Have you considered the effect of ...?”)
• They play key roles in:
- primordial plasma physics;
- galaxy formation and evolution;
- hydrostatic balance in the ISM;
- star formation via Parker instability;
- turbulence (the other traditional way to try to stump the speaker) in both the
ISM and the IGM;
- supernovae remnant expansion;
- molecular cloud collapse;
- ....
• They are central to cosmic microwave background component separation.
• They deflect ultra-high energy cosmic-rays (UHECRs).
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CMB foregrounds: Planck view

•CMB observations in the sweet spot
between different foreground
components that would otherwise
dominate.

•At low frequencies (few 10s of GHz),

(ESA, HFI & LFI consortia)

the synchrotron dominates the CMB.

•At high frequencies (few 100s of
GHz), the dust dominates.

•Both are polarized.
=> Magnetic fields.

WMAP team
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Optically thin free-free emission is seen in many sources and
is sometimes consistent with the low frequency radio data at
∼ 1 GHz; for example, see G265.15+01.45 and G289.80–01.15
(Fig. 3). These sources justify our use of the 0.408, 1.42 and
2.326 GHz data and show that the overall calibration factors are
well within the 20 % uncertainties assumed in this study. Where
there is evidence of absorption at low frequencies, or if there is
a significant discrepancy between 0.408 GHz and the other low
frequency data at 1.4/2.3 GHz, we omit the 0.408 GHz data point
(and occasionally the 1.42 GHz data point) in the fit; for example, G123.13–06.27, G209.01–19.38 and G274.01–01.15 in
Fig. 3. This is acceptable since the free-free component usually
contains only one free parameter (EM). Sometimes this is necessary because the maps show considerably higher background
relative to the source itself due to the high levels of synchrotron
emission at frequencies " 1 GHz. This can effect the estimated
flux density both inside the aperture and also in the background
annulus, resulting in a bias that can be high or low and might
account for data points that are discrepant with the other low
frequency data, particularly at 0.408 GHz.
Fig. 3 shows examples of other situations. Most synchrotrondominated sources were omitted in our sample, but a few were
left in where the low frequency data were a good fit to a powerlaw (amplitude and spectral index) such as G010.19–00.32. In
some sources, there was evidence of absorption at low frequencies. Typically, this only affects frequencies " 1 GHz and thus
only the 0.408 GHz data point needed to be omitted during fitting
of the model. For some sources (e.g. G015.06–00.69) we chose
not to include the 0.408 and 1.42 GHz data since they were both
showing evidence of absorption. At 2.3 GHz, the data are consistent with optically thin free-free and are a good match to the
WMAP/Planck data.
Another effect that is seen in our SEDs is that of the fluctuations in the CMB. Although the CMB fluctuations are faint
(r.m.s. of ≈ 70 µK at 1◦ scales), the large aperture that we are
integrating results in a typical integrated CMB flux density of
∼ 7 Jy at ∼ 100 GHz based on an the standard deviation of
flux densities from monte carlo simulations of the CMB-only
sky. It is important to note that these fluctuations are about
the mean CMB temperature, and thus can be negative or positive. Fig. 3 shows examples of both. G017.00+00.85 contains a
large positive CMB fluctuation (∆T CMB = 143 ± 100 µK) while
G274.01–01.15 shows a strong negative fluctuation (∆T CMB =
−71 ± 23 µK). The negative CMB flux densities causes a dip in
the spectrum at ∼ 100 GHz, which could be mis-interpreted as
spinning dust. For most sources the CMB is not a major contribution and has minimal impact on any AME results.

External galaxies: one example
For the analysis of AME we assume a fixed electron temperature of 8000 K for T e for all regions, fitting only for EM. Note
that this is not the true EM but an effective EM over the 1◦ radius aperture. We also allowed made fits allowing T e to vary, the
results of which are presented in Section 5.6.
The thermal dust is fitted using a modified black body fit,
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fitting for the optical depth τ250 , the dust temperature T d and the
emissivity index βd . The CMB is fitted using the differential of a
black-body at T CMB = 2.726 K:
"
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S cmb =
c2
where δT CMB is the CMB fluctuation temperature in thermodynamic units. The spinning dust is fitted using
S sp = NH jν Ω.

(8)

where we use a model for jν calculated using the SPDUST (v2)
code of Ali-Haı̈moud et al. (2009); Silsbee et al. (2011). For the
majority of sources we use fixed parameters appropriate to the
Warm Ionized Medium (WIM) fitting only for the amplitude NHsd
which has a peak frequency of ≈ 28 GHz. In a few sources, the
peak frequency appears to be at a lower frequency, in which case
we fit a Warm Neutral Medium (WNM) model, with a peak frequency of ≈ 23 GHz.
The least-squares fit was calculated using the MPFIT8
(Markwardt 2009) package written in IDL with starting values
estimated from the data. We constrained amplitude parameters to
be positive and for the CMB fluctuation to be −150 < ∆T CMB <
+150 µK.
3.6. Example SEDs

Some examples are shown in Fig. 3. Filled circles are used for
data that were included in the fit, and unfilled circles are for display purposes only. We begun by including data from 0.408 GHz
up to 3000 GHz and making a least-squares fit to the data. In general, the SEDs are well-fitted by our simple model although we
note that are uncertainties appear to be over-estimated in general.
This can be seen in some of the example SEDs in Fig. 3 and in
the reduced χ2 values in Table 2; the mean value for the entire
sample is χ2 = 0.51. However, are uncertainties are justified for
some sources where the scatter is consistent with our assigned
uncertainties. An example of this is G017.00+00.85 where there
is considerable scatter at low frequencies.
All sources show a strong thermal dust component peaking
at ∼ 2000–3000 GHz, indicative of dust grains at T ≈ 20 K. The
one-component modified black-body function reproduces the
spectrum ! 100 GHz remarkably well. For most sources, the 100
and 217 GHz measurements are consistent with the model within
8

http://purl.com/net/mpfit
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• First order:

magnetic fields
aligned with matter spiral
structure. Can't be coincidental.
• Unfortunately, we cannot see
our own galaxy like this.

• Furthermore, in an external

galaxy, we cannot see the
direction, but only its orientation.

4. Regions of AME
4.1. Significance of AME detections

Visual inspection of the SEDs suggests that a large fraction (at
least half) of the regions chosen for this study may exhibit excess
emission at frequencies ∼ 20–60 GHz. All the sources have a
bright thermal dust component that peaks at ∼ 2000 GHz which
becomes subdominant at frequencies " 100 GHz and most have

External galaxies: other examples

NGC6946 6cm PI over Hα (Copyright R. Beck, MPIfR)

(Soida et al. 2002)

A variety of morphologies observed, and we cannot assume a relationship
with other matter tracers.
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Vertical fields in external Galaxies’

• More often than not, thick
disk (“halo”) fields remain
parallel to the plane. But
not always, as seen here.

• Again, we cannot see ours
like this or the field
direction.

• (Note: “thick disk” often

referred to as the ”halo”,
extending of order a few
kpc off the plane.)

Copyright Cracow Observatory
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Small-scale field: Turbulence
EMLS I and PI (Uyaniker et al. 1999)
Magnetic energy spectrum from pulsar data (Han et al.2004)
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Observables
• Synchrotron emission:

i.e. traces component perpendicular to LOS

• Rotation measure:

i.e. traces component parallel to LOS and is

sensitive to the direction

• Thermal dust emission:

?
i.e. traces component perpendicular to LOS
but depends on dust environment, grain sizes and shapes, alignment mechanisms....
• Starlight polarization, Zeeman splitting, masers, etc.
• But: electron distributions not well known, dust polarized emission process not well known, data
contaminated with other stuff (bremsstrahlung, CMB, intrinsic RM, etc.)

(Courtesy J.F. Macías-Pérez)

(Courtesy R. Wielebinski)
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Geometry

Coherent
RM = 0
σRM = 0
I>0
PI > 0

• Coherent contributes to RM for B|| and to I
and PI for Bperp.

Ordered random

• Ordered random (i.e., the anisotropy in the
turbulence) contributes to I and PI
perpendicular, but to RM variance only.

• Isotropic random contributes only to I and to

RM > 0
σRM = 0
I=0
PI = 0

RM = 0
σRM = 0
I>0
PI > 0

PI and RM variance.

Isotropic random

• (At high frequencies, outside of Faraday
regime.)

• Careful when discussing “regular”, “random”,
“turbulent”, etc.

RM = 0
σRM > 0
I=0
PI = 0

• Want I and PI at the same wavelength, but
cannot on the plane.

• Of previous results, only Jansson&Farrar take
this component into account.
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RM = 0
σRM > 0
I>0
PI = 0
σPI > 0

Radio Observations

408 MHz total intensity (Haslam et al. 1982)

Faraday rotation measure (RM) 1.4 GHz
(Taylor et al. 2010) Not shown: SGPS,
CGPS, VLA data along the plane.

23 GH polarized intensity (Page et al. 2007)

1.4 GHz polarized intensity
(Wolleben et al. 2006, Testori et al. 2008)
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A very brief review of recent work
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RM-based modeling
• With RMs, can study direction of field (from RM mean) and
amount of turbulence along LOS (from RM variance).

• Pulsar distance estimates probe along LOS, while extra-

galactic sources give better sampling and probe full disk.

• But uncertainties in thermal electron distribution as well as
related pulsar distance determinations.

• The only certainty is that there are puzzling reversals.

(Vallée et al. 2005)

(Han et al. 2006)
van Eck et al. (2011)
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Field reversals?
• Reversals => dynamos or primordial?
• Need a more detailed understanding of
where the fields are reversed, i.e. more
Galactic pulsar RMs.

Example of numerical simulation of field
generated by CR-driven dynamo in barred
spiral (Kulpa-Dybełl et al. 2011)

Examples of formation of bisymmetric spiral (BSS, left) or ring reversal
(right) from primordial field (Sofue et al. 2010)
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RM + synchrotron models
• Complementary observables to constrain
both LOS and plane-of-sky field
components.

• Sun et al. (2008):

RMs and synchrotron,
include 1.4 GHz depolarization and EM analysis,
both in the plane and off. But idealized CREs
and B-field components. Unknown effect of
local structures.

(Sun et al. (2008)
(courtesy X Sun. & W. Reich)

• Jansson et al. (2009,2012):

23 GHz and
RMs, MCMC analysis, vertical structure,
“striated” (=”ordered random”) component
included (2012). But excludes plane, not
probing full disk. Unknown effect of local
structures.

• Only Jansson et al. take into account the
anisotropic turbulence, i.e. the “ordered
random” field.

Jansson & Farrar (2012)
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Local structure?
• Sky visibly dominated by spurs and loops.

How reliable are fits of large-scale

field models to synchrotron polarization?
North polar spur (NPS)
aka “Loop I”

Synchrotron map at 408 MHz (Haslam et al. 1982).
Figure from Page et al. (2007)
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First look at the plane

• Step features in I: arm tangents?
• Peaks and troughs in RM: arms?
• Reversals?
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Modeling: hammurabi

•
•

•

Hammurabi Code* (Waelkens, Jaffe, et al. 2009)
HEALPix scheme for LOS integration of:
• Faraday RM;
• synchrotron I, Q, and U (with Faraday
rotation applied);
• thermal dust I, Q, U (ditto);
• (EM);
• (DM)...
Modular C++; add your own models.

1.4 GHz polarized intensity

* Publicly available on Sourceforge:
http://sourceforge.net/projects/hammurabicode/
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23 GHz polarized intensity
(Courtesy A. Waelkens.)

Model inputs:
Motivated by external galaxies:
- 3D magnetic field model:
• spiral arm model for ‘coherent’ field;
• small-scale turbulence based on GRF with powerlaw spectrum;
• compression model amplifies and stretches into
anisotropic (‘ordered’) component along arm
ridges based loosely on Broadbent (1989).

- 3D CRE density and spectral model
- 3D thermal electron density model, e.g., NE2001

(Cordes and Lazio 2002);
- Hammurabi to integrate observables along LOS;
- MCMC (cosmoMC) engine to explore parameter
space.
=> Powerful tool to

-

study the magnetized ISM using information from radio
to γ-ray, and

-

to simulate polarized foregrounds with realistic
turbulence for testing component separation for
cosmology (for PRISM or Pixie).
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Cartoon example:
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Cartoon example:

coherent

•
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With a reasonable estimate for ne,
RMs give Bcoh.

Cartoon example:

coherent + isotropic random
•

With a reasonable estimate for ne,
RMs give Bcoh.

•

Added simple homogeneous,
isotropic GRF produces most of the
total I but not its morphology.
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Cartoon example:

coherent + isotropic random + inhomogeneous
•

With a reasonable estimate for ne,
RMs give Bcoh.

•

Added simple homogeneous,
isotropic GRF produces most of the
total I but not its morphology.

•

Amplification of random field in
arms (inhomogeneous), but still
isotropic, can fit total I but not PI.
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Cartoon example:

coherent + isotropic random + inhomogeneous + anisotropic
•

With a reasonable estimate for ne,
RMs give Bcoh.

•

Added simple homogeneous,
isotropic GRF produces most of the
total I but not its morphology.

•

Amplification of random field in
arms (inhomogeneous), but still
isotropic, can fit total I but not PI.

•

Random field stretched along arm giving
“ordered random “ component in addition
to the isotropic random component.
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Cartoon example:

coherent + isotropic random + inhomogeneous + anisotropic
•

With a reasonable estimate for ne,
RMs give Bcoh.

•

Added simple homogeneous,
isotropic GRF produces most of the
total I but not its morphology.

•

Amplification of random field in
arms (inhomogeneous), but still
isotropic, can fit total I but not PI.

•

Random field stretched along arm giving
“ordered random “ component in addition
to the isotropic random component.

=> With three observables,
constrain three field components:
Bcoh, Biso, and Bord
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First results:
• 8 parameters fit:

φ0, a0 - a4(arms

+ring), BRMS, ford.
• Orientation of spiral matches NE2001
ne model.
• Reversal in Scutum-Crux arm and
“molecular ring”.
• Coherent, isotropic random, ordered
field energy densities in ratios of 1:5:3
(roughly 2, 4, and 3 μG along arm
ridges, but this is model dependent).
• Weak Sag-Carina arm? Mentioned in
Benjamin et al. (2005) using GLIMPSE
counts. Two dominant arms?
Reversals?
Jaffe et al. (2010)
Main limitation: assumes simple power-law CRE spectrum from 0.1 to 1000 GeV. But
CRE spectrum is degenerate with ford. To break the degeneracy, need an additional
frequency.
Interestingly, 2.3 GHz total I is not compatible with this model!
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CREs: or, real life isn’t always a power law.
• Next step:

link in GALPROP code of Strong and Moskalenko (2001)! Selfconsistent in the sense that GALPROP is given the same magnetic field from
hammurabi.
• Use full integration over CRE energy spectrum at each point in the 3D galaxy
model:

(see e.g. Rybicki & Lightman)
• Add a synchrotron data point: 2.3 GHz total I from Jonas et al. (1998).
• Add CRE model constrained by gamma-ray data (inverse Compton from the
same electrons); see Strong et al. (2010).
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CRE results:
2.3 GHz
(total I)
0.408 GHz
(total I)

23 GHz
(PI)

• Find below few GeV, J(E)∼E-1.3,

previously assumed

•
•

slightly harder than usually
assumed, compared to J(E)∼E-2.3
above.
Note that at lower energies, solar
modulation affects local
measurements.
Consistent with Strong, Orlando,
& Jaffe (2011) high-latitude study
from 40 MHz to 23 GHz.

• Two results:
Jaffe et al. (2011)

solar modulation

(See also Strong, Orlando, & Jaffe 2011)
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firstly, better
constraint on B-field
components. Secondly,
constraint on low-energy end
of CRE spectrum otherwise
inaccessible.

Dust: ongoing work
synch total I

•

synch PI

•
synch PI/I

•

dust total I

•

dust PI
dust PI/I

•
•
•

Simple model for thermal dust polarization does
not work even with sub-grid PI/I of 30%. How
interesting!
Note also problem with VLA data. No simple
spirals!
Polarization degree significantly under-predicted
=> dust emission coming from regions with more
ordered fields.
This means we can begin to separate arm ridges in
different components.
Cannot do it by changing dust distribution alone.
This could be telling us about the detailed
distribution of the magnetic fields even from our
position within the disk.
WMAP just sensitive enough to get a first look but
not more than a qualitative analysis. Needs Planck!

RM

Jaffe et al. (2013.)
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Spiral arm ridges: separable?
Spiral arm shock triggering star formation? CO and microwave-band dust trace relatively
cold molecular clouds, whose collapse is triggered in the shock. Downstream, star formation
heats PAHs and dust that emit in sub-mm (ISO). So CO at shock front, star formation
trailing? What does this mean for the magnetic field components?

M51 component ridges, Patrikeev et al. (2011)
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Spiral arm ridges: separable?
synch total I

synch PI

synch PI/I
dust total I

dust PI

dust PI/I
RM

Jaffe et al. (2013)
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Arm modulation?
• Model of shock compression in spiral arms predicts roughly a factor of four ratio

between pre- and post-shock for the component of the fields parallel to the shock,
for the gas and dust, and at least that for the CREs.

• This is not observed in synchrotron in external galaxies (e.g. M51) but it’s not clear

whether the observations have the resolution given that the shock region could be
fairly narrow.

• CRE sources are also not uniformly distributed, and the CREs may remain highly

inhomogeneous if the diffusion is highly anisotropic. Two effects, one in shock and one
downstream, effectively smoothing it out?

M51 and field by Fletcher et al. (2011)

Effenberger et al. (2012)
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Planck:
•
•
•
•
•
Planck and IRAS composite image (ESA).

Planck project on large scale magnetic field
modeling using polarized dust mapped with
unprecedented precision.
Using magnetic field geometry constrained by
RM and synchrotron, we can study the dust
distribution in the disk of the Galaxy.
Polarized dust emission is then a
complementary observable independent of
CRE or thermal electron distribution
uncertainties affecting synchrotron.
Can we probe polarized emissivity, e.g. as a
function of dust temperature, radiative torque
mechanisms, etc.?
Informed by modeling of grain alignment
processes from detailed studies of small
regions, and perhaps vice versa.
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Small scales: turbulence and depolarization
• depth depolarization, superposition of emission from a changing magnetic field
direction along the line of sight;	

•Faraday depth depolarization, where at low frequencies, emission rotated as it
propagates (a.k.a. differential Faraday rotation);
• beam depolarization, polarization orientation changes within the observing
beam.
•=> Can model “Faraday screen”, polarization “canals”, and polarization
“horizon”.
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Magnetic field modeling plans
NPS

Too long “To Do” list:
★ the “Fan” region vs the depolarization band?

Fan

=> scale height, outer turbulence scale, galaxy dynamics,
MHD...

★ the North Polar Spur (NPS)?
=> other spurs, microwave “haze”, or Fermi bubbles (see
e.g. Caretti et al. 2013)?

•
•
•

high-latitude sky global or local? can we predict CR deflections?
starlight polarization and dust extinction from Gaia?

NPS

supernova remnant polarization morphologies?
=> independent probe of ambient field geometry

•
•
•

the halo field, vertical structure, and CRE distribution?

•

...

Fan

Galactic bar?

Depolarization band

which theoretical models of field amplification (e.g. CR-driven
dynamo, etc.) are consistent with the observed morphology?

• C-BASS, S-PASS, GALFACTS, LOFAR, ASKAP,
SKA, Gaia!
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Top: WMAP 23 GHz polarized intensity.
Bottom: 1.4GHz polarized intensity (Reich & Testori)

Radio spurs, microwave haze, and Fermi bubbles?
Radio spurs: nearby SNRs? Or galactic
center outflows? Understanding the
“depolarization horizon” will help to
place lower limits on the distance to
the polarized emission.

S-PASS view by Carretti et al. (2013)

Top: 1.4GHz, bottom 23GHz
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Υ-ray gradient problem?
• CREs that produce synchrotron also
produce Υ-rays through Inverse
Compton and gas collisions.
Observed angular distribution
depends on:

-

Cosmic ray source distribution?
Assumed supernovae, following
pulsars.

-

Anisotropic diffusion? Degenerate.

-

Turbulent magnetic fields?

Vertical distribution scale height?
Difficult to measure, 1<h<10kpc

• Current predictions have too many

Υ-rays in the outer Galaxy compared
to Fermi constraints (problem since
EGRET).
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Ackermann et al. (2011, ApJ, 726, 81)

Prospects:
• C-Band All Sky Survey (C-BASS) full sky, full Stokes, at 5 GHz.

Important for CMB component

separation, synchrotron and magnetic field modeling, etc.
• GALFACTS polarization survey at 1.4GHz from Arecibo. An order of magnitude more extragalactic RM
sources as well as diffuse polarized emission for RM synthesis. Can use hammurabi to model turbulence,
depolarization horizon, SNa remnants, RM synthesis testing, ....
• LOFAR to model fields in Galactic halo, particularly where fields weak, ionized gas tenuous.
• PILOT, PIXIE, PRISM (?) for post-Planck sub-millimeter polarization
• SKA...

GALFACTS field (George et al., ADASS, 2010)
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SKA simulation (Cordes)

External galaxies:
• Most of the same questions apply.
• A variety of morphologies are apparent in

polarized emission, with magnetic arms often,
but often not, following arms seen in gas tracers.

• Will use modified hammurabi to model what

we will see with LOFAR and SKA (and maybe
ALMA for dust?).

• Easier than our own Galaxy because we can
look from outside.

• Harder because of a lack of RM measurements.
But...

M51 in optical (HST) with radio (5 GHz,VLA & Effelsberg)
intensity contours and field directions
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SKA!
SKA will allow Faraday RM measurements of background sources to get
not only orientation but direction: reversals?

Shamelessly stolen figure, simulation from B. Gaensler of M31
with ~10000 background RM sources expected with SKA!
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Conclusions:
(wake up!)

• It’s a very exciting time to be studying galactic magnetic fields.
• You need many different and complementary observables to study the
galactic magnetic field.

• The days of conflicting models being consistent with the data due to
degeneracies and uncertain inputs are numbered.

• In the process of attempting to model the magnetic fields, we learn

about things from CRE spectra to dust distribution, shock compression
processes, and grain alignment.

• The fact that our models don't fit very well is a Good Thing.
there's a lot of information there and a lot to do.
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It means

